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Backpacking is considered to be a rough way to travel with high costs for good gear and many inconveniences. While true in some regards, there are ways to hack your travels to make life a bit easier on you. Here are ten items that you can use to make life on the road a bit easier. No high costs – you can find them all at Walmart. No added weight –
they each weigh only a few ounces. Drain Stopper Your universal drain stopper can be used in just about any sink or tub. Stopping the drain allows you to pool water for washing clothes. Whether your lodging doesn’t have accommodations or they are just too expensive, you’ve got the answer in your pack. ⌄ Scroll down to continue reading article ⌄ ⌄
Scroll down to continue reading article ⌄ Camping Clothes Line If you’re washing clothes, you’ll also need a place to dry them. A basic bungee cord style camping clothes line allows you to hang your clothes just about anywhere: between two trees, between bed posts or even a couple of chairs. Clothes lines also come in handy for supporting a tarp to
protect your hammock or sleeping bag from the dew or rain. Carabiner These small clips are invaluable when backpacking. Most travel packs will have an abundance of D-rings, straps or handles that you can clip your carabiner to, allowing you to attach nearly anything to your pack. If you’re swapping out shoes, tie your laces together and hang your
old pair from your back. Got a water bottle? Slip it in a side pocket and secure it to a strap with a simple clip. It’s an easy and convenient way to carry your loose items that won’t quite fit into the pack itself. ⌄ Scroll down to continue reading article ⌄ ⌄ Scroll down to continue reading article ⌄ Ziplock bags work well for storing items that you want to
keep dry. Put your electronics in one before you travel to keep them from frying if you get caught in a rainstorm or drop your pack in a creek. Slip a sandwich in one for the road. Stuff your toiletries in them before boarding an airplane to get them through security and avoid spilling soap and toothpaste on your pack’s contents should it spill. The uses
are endless! Under Armour Backpacking is difficult for many people because they want to pack everything they normally would in a large, 50lbs suitcase into a backpack. If you have to cut down on the amount of clothes you bring, you have to aim for versatility. What items can be paired with any of the other articles of clothing I bring? Under Armour
is light and packs small while still bringing that added layer of warmth without the bulk of a jacket. ⌄ Scroll down to continue reading article ⌄ ⌄ Scroll down to continue reading article ⌄ Camp Utensil Set When traveling, food is a big concern. Many tourists or vacationers will just go out to eat. The backpacker, on the other hand, must often buy
his/her own food. Buying food on the road means you’re also stuck figuring out plates/utensils. A simple camp utensil set will solve that problem for you. Garbage Bags Like Ziplock bags, garbage bags are tremendously helpful. With a few tears, one could be converted to a pancho during a downpour. Slip another over your pack and you’ll keep it dry
as well. Heading into town for the day? Put your gear in a bag and toss it in the bushes near your campsite. People will think it’s trash if they find it and it’ll stay dry from any unexpected rains. They’re also quite helpful when you need to pack that muddy pair of shoes in the same bag as your clean clothes. ⌄ Scroll down to continue reading article ⌄
⌄ Scroll down to continue reading article ⌄ Just as strong as duct tape, but more versatile, athletic tape allows you to patch leaky tarps, brace sprained ankles or any number of other hacks. It also packs smaller, allowing you to take more tape per role. Nail Clippers Everyone knows you can’t take a knife on an airplane unless you check your bags. If
you’re carrying your backpack on the plane, that’s out of the question. On the road, however, a pocket knife can be invaluable. Of course, you can purchase a knife once you get to your destination. However, an alternative should that option not be available is to bring a pair of nail clippers. Passable through security and incredibly sharp, they can be
used to cut bits of string, tape, cloth or plastic. Though they might take a bit longer, they’ll get the job done. ⌄ Scroll down to continue reading article ⌄ ⌄ Scroll down to continue reading article ⌄ Padlock Finally, pick up a padlock. Look for one with a large loop but a medium sized latch. This will give you maximum versatility when securing your
possessions in a hostel’s locker, locking your zippers together or simply lashing it all to a bed post. Bon voyage! Media Platforms Design TeamTones: Core Lie on your back with your arms by your sides. Bend your knees to 90 degrees and place your calves on a fitness ball. Lift your head and shoulders off the floor, making sure to keep your head,
neck, and shoulders relaxed. (Put your head down at any time if you feel stress in the upper body.) (A) Take 5 short, consecutive inhales, followed by 5 short, consecutive exhales. Do this 10 times for 1 rep. At the same time, lift arms off mat and pulse them up and down palms facing down, in unison with the breath. (B) 10 reps, 100 breaths per
repWatch Next Hacking Team has warned that a devastating data breach it suffered will allow its spying tools to be used by criminals and terrorists.The Milan-based security company, which develops surveillance tools for mostly government clients, saw more than 400GB of internal data released on Sunday, including emails, clients lists, financial
information and source code.“Terrorists, extortionists and others can deploy this technology at will if they have the technical ability to do so,” wrote Hacking Team spokesman Eric Rabe in a news release on Wednesday. “We believe this is an extremely dangerous situation.”Hacking Team’s flagship product is the Remote Control System (RCS), also
known as Galileo. It is marketed to law enforcement and other government agencies as a tool that can stealthily intercept data on desktop computers and mobile devices.The company’s claim, however, is worth questioning as it isn’t clear why someone would attempt to use software that’s been under extremely close scrutiny in recent days.Rabe
wrote that Hacking Team’s investigation showed that “that sufficient code was released to permit anyone to deploy the software against any target of their choice.”Hacking Team somewhat undermined its claim as well. Rabe wrote that “we expect too that antivirus companies are upgrading their programs to detect the compromised RCS.”Security
researchers for years have been tracking deployments of RCS, alleging that Hacking Team sold it to governments with poor human rights records and documenting instances where activists have been spied on.Analysts who’ve looked at the breach have found at least one zero-day vulnerability that was part of Hacking Team’s arsenal to get its
software onto devices. That vulnerability, in Adobe Systems’ Flash player, has been patched.It means that if other people tried to deploy Hacking Team’s software, they would to either need to trick people into installing it or use an exploit for another software vulnerability.The breach hasn’t put Hacking Team out of business. Rabe wrote that its
engineers are updating RCS to “allow clients to resume criminal and intelligence investigations.” Almost all of the company’s clients have suspended use of RCS now, he wrote. ⌄ Scroll down to continue ⌄ Share Pin it Tweet Share Email As technology advances we are able to automate many of our daily tasks. From automated vacuums to
computerized refrigerators, it is easy to forget how our ancestors did our same daily tasks. The question is, how much time are we able to save with all of these technological advances? We have created an interesting look into just how far we have come. Infographic brought to you by Budget Direct Share Pin it Tweet Share Email Perhaps one of the
most perplexing aspects of modern “smart home” technology is how willing people are to install internet-connected cameras all over their homes. Yes, the same internet on which people use passwords like “123456.” After a widely reported Ring camera hack, Motherboard investigated and found a network of online ne’er-do-wells specifically targeting
the company’s cameras. This week, local Tennessee media reported on a story that’s becoming all too familiar. A family installed a Ring camera to keep an eye on their young kids. Several days later, someone had broken into the Ring account and used the camera to chat with one of the children. That is an understandably upsetting scenario, and it’s
remarkably easy for hackers to gain access to poorly protected cameras. Ring’s response to this incident is predictable but also offers good advice. It says it’s investigating the incident, but all users should enable two-factor authentication on their accounts. That’s one of the best things you can do to keep any online account secure. A hacker won’t be
able to access your account unless they have both your phone and your login credentials. Ring does have some culpability, though. According to Motherboard, multiple hacker forums contain tools aimed at brute-forcing Ring cameras. Using so-called “config” files, hackers can try username and password combinations repeatedly and at high speed
until they get a hit. Usually, these logins come from unrelated data leaks, but people do tend to reuse passwords despite years of warnings. The tools to do this cost next to nothing — Motherboard found a popular Ring “password checker” was being sold on an unnamed forum for just $6. One of the password checking tools advertised on hacking
forums.Ring isn’t the only company for which hackers have developed config files to check passwords en masse. It’s also a problem with Uber, Facebook, and others. However, Ring’s status as a maker of home security cameras makes it much more sensitive than most accounts. Ring could probably do more to encourage users to choose strong
passwords and set up two-factor. For example, Google-owned Nest recently switches to Google logins, which have industry-leading security features. It also pesters people in the app to configure two-factor if they haven’t already. Security cameras can be a useful tool, but nothing is 100 percent secure. Let this be a reminder that you should never put
a camera in a room that you wouldn’t want someone else to see. Now read:
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